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In your response which justiﬁes the retraction you emphasize
what you call an ‘‘unreliable conclusion.’’ Indeed you write that:
‘‘The data is inconclusive, therefore the claim (i.e., conclusion) that
Roundup Ready maize NK603 and/or the Roundup herbicide have a
link to cancer is unreliable. Dr. Séralini deserves the beneﬁt of the
doubt that this unreliable conclusion was reached in honest error.
The review of the data made it clear that there was no misconduct.
However, to be very clear, it is the entire paper, with the claim that
there is a deﬁnitive link between GMO and cancer that is being
retracted. Dr. Séralini has been very vocal that he believes his
conclusions are correct. In our analysis, his conclusions cannot be
claimed from the data presented in this article.’’
Reading the paper again, I did not ﬁnd where the claim or
conclusion is made that ‘‘there is a deﬁnitive link between GMO
and cancer.’’ Rather, in the conclusion the authors do not even
mention the tumors and, in the last paragraph, they conclude that
‘‘. . .agricultural edible GMOS and formulated pesticides must be
evaluated very carefully by long term studies to measure their
potential toxic effects.’’ CC BY-NC-NDIn my understanding the authors of the study most probably
did not anticipate any tumorigenic effects. Even though it can be
argued that the study does not strictly follow adequate OECD
recommendations, it remains an important ‘‘scientiﬁc’’ (not a
‘‘regulatory’’) observation that cannot be ignored but further justi-
ﬁes long term investigations with special emphasis on tumorigenic
effects not only of GMOs but also of pesticides formulations and
the mixture of both as used in agricultural practices.
Sincerely,
Marcel Roberfroid
Emeritus Full Professor of Biochemistry and Toxicology
Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium
E-mail address: m.rob@fefem.com
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